
Penicuik Athletic FC Match Arrangements v Partick Thistle FC 

The William Hill Scottish Cup 3rd Round at 3pm at The Energy Check Stadium at Firhill 

PENICUIK SUPPORT - Penicuik supporters will be accommodated in sections 7-9 of the 

Jackie Husband stand and access to the ground will be gained at turnstiles 41-44 for all 

those with a pre purchased ticket. 

Partick Thistle FC have decided that a cash gate will be in operation at turnstile 40 for 

visiting supporters. Admission prices are £10/£5 – please have the correct payment. 

The turnstiles will open at 2pm and we would request that all supporters are in the ground 

by 2.45pm at the latest to avoid any late congestion at the turnstiles. 

Stewards will be in attendance at the turnstiles and will exercise ‘searches’ as deemed 

necessary. Anyone under the influence of alcohol or drugs will not be admitted to the 

ground. Any alcohol or pyrotechnics will be confiscated at the turnstile – Your co-operation 

with the instructions and guidance of the stewards both inside and outside the ground will 

be much appreciated and make your day more enjoyable and safer! 

You are reminded that whilst tickets have a seat allocated, it is unallocated seating and you 

are free to sit where you wish within our allocated area. 

BUS PARKING – Buses will be parked in Panmure Street, which is a short walk to the ground. 

NO drop offs, unless made by prior arrangement are allowed in Firhill Road or near the 

stadium. Buses who have agreed arrangements to drop off ‘Disabled’ passengers shall drop 

off all passengers at Panmure Street then proceed to Firhill Road to drop off and then return 

to Panmure Street. Panmure Street is to north of Firhill Road and the John Lambie Stand on 

the map of the stadium. 

UNACCEPTABLE BEHAVIOUR – Both clubs have Codes of Conduct and these are accessible 

on their respective websites – Please note that any instances of unacceptable behaviour will 

be dealt with by stewards on the day and the club will be notified. 

RAINBOW LACES CAMPAIGN - The Third Round of the William Hill Scottish Cup coincides 

with Stonewalls “Rainbow Laces” campaign window. In order to support the campaign, 

participating club captains will wear a Rainbow Captains Armband and players may wear 

‘Rainbow Laces’. Please give this your full support. 

PRE MATCH - The licensed Aitken Suite, at the north end of the Colin Weir Stand and 

accessed from Firhill Road, is open from 12 noon for hot bar food and refreshments. 

Children are very welcome. If this facility is full, then stewards will advise of alternative 

location. 
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